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ABSTRACT

Background: The coexistence of metabolic bone disease, such as Paget disease (PD) and malignant tumor is frequently described 
in patients with breast, prostate, lung, lymphoproliferative, colorectal, and renal neoplasms. Indeed, when evaluating cancer 
patients, there may be diagnostic dilemma of interpreting some changes in bone involvement, whether they are malignant or 
metabolic changes, since some radiological features of metabolic bone disease can mimic those of bone metastases. 

Case Presentation: We report a case of 55-year-old male patient, with diagnosed lung adenocarcinoma, referred to the Nuclear 
Medicine Department for a bone scintigraphy (BS), for evaluation of presented bone metastasis. The Single photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT)/computer tomography (CT) scan revealed intensive metabolic accumulation of the radiotracer in 
cervical vertebra C7, and thoracic vertebra Th1, Th6, Th11, Th12, as well as lumbar vertebra L4, L5, left sacroiliac joint, both iliac and 
pubic bones and left proximal femur. The FDG PET/CT showed diffuse, but mildly increased uptake in Тh6, Тh11, L4, L5 and pelvic 
bones (SUV max = 3.3). The CT revealed destruction of Th11 body with compression fracture. Diagnosis of PD was made based on 
the findings of BS and PET/CT and further confirmed on bone biopsy and the patient was started with bisphosphonate therapy.

Conclusion: BS and SPECT/CT are of great importance in accurate detection of incidental PD in patients with lung cancer.
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Background
Bone scintigraphy (BS) is a non-invasive, highly sensi-
tive, and cost-effective nuclear medicine procedure for 
evaluating the presence, location, and extent of bone 
metastasis, as well as for evaluation of response to therapy 
in cancer patients. Malignant tumors of breast, prostate, 
and lung commonly present with skeletal involvement in 
about 30% to 70% cases at initial presentation or during 
follow up. Although BS is a less specific method for bone 
metastases, it is easily available technique at all nuclear 
medicine centers and helps in further management of the 
patient, by assessing the distribution pattern of the metas-
tasis [1,2].
The coexistence of metabolic bone disease, such as Paget 
disease (PD) with malignant tumor is frequently described 
in patients with breast, prostate, lung, lymphoprolifera-
tive, colorectal, and renal neoplasm [3,4]. Indeed, when 
evaluating cancer patients, there may be a diagnostic 
dilemma of interpreting some changes in bone involve-
ment, whether they are malignant or metabolic changes, 
since some radiological features of metabolic bone dis-
ease can mimic those of bone metastases [5]. Sometimes 

the disease is asymptomatic and found by coincidence 
when an imaging test is done for another reason. When BS 
is performed in patient with malignant disease, the nuclear 
medicine specialist should be aware about this possibility, 
because high radionuclide uptake in undiagnosed PD of 
the bone may lead to false-positive findings in oncological 
patients. 

Case Presentation
We report a case of a 55-year-old male patient, diagnosed 
with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), who was 
referred to the Nuclear Medicine Department for a BS, for 
evaluation of presence of bone metastasis. The history of 
the patient revealed a diagnosis of right lower lobe lung 
adenocarcinoma, and further treatment with operation 
(right lower lung lobectomy, with pTNM = pT4 pN2 G2 
NG2 Stage III B), followed by chemotherapy and radi-
ation therapy. Computer tomography (CT) of the thorax 
was performed before surgery, but without revealing the 
thoracic sclerotic changes of the vertebra. Two months 
after treatment he presented with a severe constant back 
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pain, as well as hip pain radiating to both lower extrem-
ities. He had a limitation of movement and was using a 
crutch for support. Oral narcotics were used to relieve the 
pain. Laboratory tests revealed elevated serum alkaline 
phosphatase. 
Whole body bone scan was performed 3 hours after iv 
administration of 740 MBq 99mTc-MDP with planar 
(MEDISO-DHV) gamma camera in AP and PA position 
with a low energy, general purpose collimator and 128 × 
128 matrix. The scan revealed intense accumulation of the 
radiotracer in the cervical vertebra C7, thoracic vertebra 
Th1, Th6, Th11, Th12, as well as lumbar vertebra L4, L5, 
further in the left sacroiliac joint, both iliac and pubic bones 
and left proximal femur (Figure 1). Single photon emission 
computed tomography/ computed tomography (SPECT/
CT) (OPTIMA NM/CT 640, GE Healthcare) of the spine 
and pelvis was performed for further evaluation of the areas 
with increased osteoblastic activity (Figure 2, Figure 3). 
Additional imaging studies, such as a CT of the spine and 
pelvis and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission 
tomography / computed tomography (18F-FDG PET/CT) 
were performed 3 months after the bone scan. CT of the 
thorax detected diffuse sclerotic lesions on multiple tho-
racic vertebral bodies and it could not rule out malignant/
metastatic cause. Several months later another PET/CT 
for surveillance was performed 60 minutes after intrave-
nous administration of 267 MBq 18F-FDG. Images were 
acquired using SIEMENS Biograph mCT with low dose 
CT without contrast. The PET/CT scan showed diffuse, 
but mildly increased uptake in Тh6, Тh11, L4, L5 and pel-
vic bones (SUV max = 3.3). The CT revealed destruction 
of Th11 vertebral body with compression fracture (Figure 
4). Diagnosis of PD was made based on the findings of 
BS and PET/CT, later confirmed with bone biopsy and 
the patient was started on bisphosphonate therapy. He 

was started with bisphosphonate therapy with significant 
improvement of clinical symptoms afterwards 

Discussion
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths in males 
and females worldwide, with 1.8 million (one-fifth of 
the total) deaths in 2018. According to the World Health 
Organization in our country, there are 1,158 (14.8%) new 
cases of lung cancer per year, 909 (21.3%) are males and 
the 5-year prevalence is 52.76% [6]. In the European 
Community, the incidence of this disease for both genders 
in 2018 was 43.5/100,000 per year and the mortality rate 
was 34.8/100,000 [7].
Bone scan is still a common method for clinical diagno-
sis of bone metastases from lung cancer. 99mTc-MDP, a 
bone-seeking tracer, after iv injection is rapidly deposited 
to bones, binds to bone crystal surface by chemisorption 
and shows bone metabolism specifically. The bone and 
bone marrow are the most common site of metastasis for 
NSCLC, with around 30%-40% being confirmed during 
the course of the disease. In NSCLC, bone metastasis 
scintigraphy is used for clinical staging of the disease and 
in selecting patients for surgical resection [8]. 
Under the name osteitis deformans, PD was for the first 
time described by Sir James Paget, back in 1877 due to the 
characteristic change in the shape and size of the bone [9]. 
The underlining pathophysiologic mechanism of PD of 
bone is abnormalities in bone turnover due to imbalance 
between osteoclastic and osteoblastic activity. This results 
in increased risk of developing skeletal deformities, that 
as a consequence affect the physical functioning, as well 
as pathological fractures that have a significantly negative 
impact on the quality of the patient’s life [10].
Generally, PD involves the axial skeleton, with strong 
predilection for the skull, the thoraco-lumbar spine and 

Figure 1. Planar bone scan.
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the pelvis and long bones of the lower extremities. There 
are two distinct forms of PD, monostotic and polyostotic, 
the latter appears more frequently, characterized by right-
sided predominance and is more often asymmetrical in 
distribution. It involves the cranium (25% to 65%), verte-
bral column (30% to 75%), sacrum (30% to 60%), pelvis 
(30% to 75%), femur (25% to 35%), and tibia. 
The bone turnover distinguishes three phases. The first 
phase is the lytic phase (incipient-active), with osteoclasts 
predominance; followed by the mixed phase (active), 

when osteoclast-mediated bone resorption continues but 
the activity of the osteoblasts begin as well, so their activ-
ity leads to coarsening and thickening of the trabecular 
pattern and cortex and the last phase is the blastic phase 
(late-inactive), in which osteoblastic activity predomi-
nates, resulting with sclerotic areas, mosaic pattern of the 
newly formed bone deposition and bone enlargement [11]. 
The diagnosis of the disorder is made by finding high 
serum levels of alkaline phosphatase in patients with 
increased radionuclide uptake in BS followed by typical 

Figure 2. SPECT/CT of the spine.

Figure 3. SPECT/CT of os coxae.
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X-ray features on plain radiography of the affected areas, 
with the typical cotton wool appearance as radiographic 
sign [12,13]. However, low serum levels of alkaline phos-
phatase should not exclude the possible presence of PD 
[14].
PET-CT scan may demonstrate positive accumulation 
sites of FDG, thus presenting active PD. But besides this, 
this diagnostic modality is not reliable to differentiate 
benign pagetoid changes from metastatic and sarcoma-
tous changes of bone [15]. Active PD was described by 
Kamaleshwaran et al. [3] in the left hemipelvis in a patient 
with lung cancer, evaluated by FDG PET/CT for staging. 
The FDG uptake in left hemipelvis remained the same 
after three cycles of chemotherapy on the follow up scan 
suggestive for PD. Similar case was reported by Sá Pinto 
et al. [16] of uncommon monostotic form of PD affecting 
the scapula and mimicking a metastasis on FDG PET/CT 
during the staging of a lung cancer patient. BS and CT 
scan findings revealed PD.
PD was mimicking bone metastasis in other oncologic 
patients as well, showing heterogeneous moderate tracer 
uptake on PET/CT scan and “Swiss cheese” appearance 
on the CT part [4,17]. Typical “Mickey Mouse” sign 
of PD on BS was found by Dhanushkodi et al. [18] in 
a 62-year-old female patient with left breast carcinoma. 
Bone biopsy excluded metastasis and the patient was put 
on zoledronic acid therapy. 
BS using 99mTc-MDP typically demonstrates marked 
increased uptake of the radionuclide in all three phases 
of PD. It is more sensitive than plain radiography for 
detection of increased both vascularity and osteoblas-
tic activity and is most useful diagnostic tool in assess-
ing the extent of the disease in polyostotic forms. In 
the long bones, increased radiotracer uptake typically 
abuts one joint and extends into the diaphysis to a vari-
able extent. Some lesions in which osteoblastic activity 

has become inactive will be negative on bone scan and 
can be detected only by plain radiography or CT scan. 
Initially, on plain radiography, there are signs of osteol-
ysis in the affected areas (radiolucent regions), particu-
larly affecting the skull (osteoporosis circumscripta) and 
subchondral long bones (V-shaped lesion). The mixed 
phase is characterized by thickening and disorganizing 
of the bone trabecular pattern, referred to as a “mosaic” 
pattern. Other typical signs in this phase include cotton 
wool appearance (skull), picture frame sign (spine) and 
cortical thickening and sclerosis of the iliopectineal and 
ischiopubic lines in the pelvis. Finally, in the blastic 
phase, diffuse sclerosis will develop. This highlights the 
importance of fusion imaging in the proper evaluation 
and characterization of skeletal lesions [19]. Paget bone 
lesions showing the characteristic radiological appear-
ances are usually evident on CT too. 
The intense MDP uptake in the pelvis lesion on BS and 
SPECT/CT in our case is a possibility of false positive 
finding in this patient with lung cancer. SPECT/CT in this 
case illustrates the usefulness of the fusion techniques in 
proper evaluation of skeletal lesions with the potential for 
discriminating between benign PD and bone metastasis. 
In practice, confusion may occur because of the similar 
radiological features for PD lesions and bone metastasis. 
For that reason, whenever this dilemma is present, bone 
biopsy should be performed which will enable the histo-
pathological diagnosis of the lesion.

Conclusion
This case report highlights the importance of BS and 
SPECT/CT in accurate detection of incidental PD in 
patients with lung cancer. One should be aware of the 
possibility of this benign lesion for mimicking metas-
tasis during the interpretation of the BS in oncological 
patients. Correlation with patient history, biochemical and 

Figure 4. PET/CT scan (MIP and os coxae region). 
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radiological findings would be helpful to differentiate PD 
from bone metastases. We believe that this knowledge is 

crucial for optimal evaluation of bone scan and it could 
avoid as far as possible, false positive results in oncolog-
ical patients with coexistence of a benign bone disease.

List of Abbreviations
BS Bone scintigraphy
CT Computed tomography
FDG Fluorodeoxyglucose
MDP Methylene diphosphonate
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SPECT Single photon emission computed tomography
SUV Standard uptake value
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Summary of the case

1 Patient (gender, age) Male, 55

2 Final diagnosis PD

3 Symptoms Back pain

4 Medications Bisphosphonate

5 Clinical procedure SPECT/CT 99mTc-MDP, 18F-FDG

6 Specialty Nuclear Medicine
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